Abstract. This paper contains a study of a special type of lattice which arises by considering the supports of functions in a positive cone of functions. It is shown that many known combinatorial structures provide examples of such a lattice. The basic problem addressed in the paper is that of determining the structure of this lattice.
Introduction. This work contains a study of a partially ordered set induced by a positive cone of functions. For this, let « be a positive integer and Q = {xx, x2,..., xn} a set of « distinct points. Consider [6, R] the set of all real valued functions with domain 6. Of course, [6, R] is a vector space under the usual operations of addition and scalar multiplication.
Let V be a subspace of [6, R] with S = {/ E V\f(x) > 0 for all x E 6).
Any nonzero / in S is called an assignment. These assignments can be used to induce patterns on G by considering their supports, |/| = [x\f(x) ^ 0}. The set ^ (S ) of all such patterns together with 0 is then a partially ordered set under the inclusion relation.
As will be shown in the text, well-known matrix patterns that arise in this setting are those of irreducibility and full indecomposability. Relative to graph theory, we will show that strongly connected digraphs also arise in this manner. Several other patterns, perhaps not as well known as these, will also be given.
The partially ordered set ^ (S ) is thus of some importance in each of these areas. It is our intent to give a study of these patterns. In particular, we will show that ^(S) is a special type of lattice which we call an ideal complemented lattice. Further, some of the basic structure of this lattice will be given.
The ideal complemented lattice ^(S). The purpose of this section is to
show that the partially ordered set of patterns ^D ( § ) is in fact a special type of lattice. This will be accomplished by noting that since |/+ h\ = \f\ U |«| for all/, h E S it follows that <$( §) is a join semilattice and | • |: S -» ^(S) a join homomorphism. This join homomorphism then provides the link between S and ^(S) which allows the investigation of ^(S) by algebraic techniques applied to S.
The following major tool in this investigation is modelled on the Birkhoffvon Neumann Theorem on doubly stochastic matrices. Lemma 1.1. For any assignment / G S, and h G V with 0 7e |A| Ç |/| there is a nonzero number X such that f -Xh E S with \f -Xh\ c |/|.
Proof. Let \h\ = (x,,..., x,}. Then there exist nonzero reals \k, k = 1, 2,..., t, such that «(x*) = Xkf(xk). Without loss of generality we suppose that maxt Xk -Xk > 0 so that h(xk) = Xkf(xk) < Xk f(xk) with equality for k = k0. Thus setting X = l/Xko,f-Xh E S and (/ -Xh)(xk¡) = 0. It follows then that \f-Xh\c |/|.
We call an assignment/ G S atomic if and only if |/| is an atom in <$( §).
Our goal is to show that S is completely determined by atomic assignments and thus, through the join homomorphism, conclude that <$( §) is completely determined by its atoms. These atomic assignments can easily be characterized by their supports. Proof. As \h\ ç |/|, and «,/ G S, by the above lemma there is a positive number X such that \f-Xh\c \f\,f-Xh E S. Since |/| is an atom, \f -Xh\ = 0,i.e.,/=AA.
Showing then that § is completely determined by these atomic assignments, we add the following. We are now in a position to show that <>D (S ) is a point lattice. Let « be an assignment so that \h\ u |A| = |/| and if k is an assignment so that |«| u |Ar| = |/| then card|«"| < card|Ä:|. Now suppose |«| n \h\ ¥= 0. Then there is an assignment k so that \_k\ Q \h\ and \k\ ç \h\. Pick a scalar X so that « -Xk is an assignment and \h -Xk\ c |«|. Then |«| u |« -Xk\ = |/| and card|« -Xk\ < card|«|. This yields a contradiction and hence |«| n |«| = 0.
This theorem then provides a useful decomposition property for patterns in fy (S ). In particular, it follows that if K E fy (S ) is not an atom then there are Kx and K2 in ^D (S ) with card Kx < card K and card K2 < card K so that Kx u K2 = K and Kx A K2 = 0. Decomposition results of this type are very useful, as tools in inductive arguments, in investigating the structure of patterns in ^(S).
As a final structural result on ^(S), based on the above techniques, we add the following. This then completes our initial study of the structure of <$>( §). In the next section we develop an investigative tool, called subspace transformations, to be used in furthering the study of the structure of ^(S).
2. Subspace transformation on S. The purpose of this section is to determine a subspace of V which can be used, in an algebraic way, to determine all patterns in <$> (S ). For this, let W be a subspace of V so that (i) W n S = {0} and Conversely, suppose / is an assignment which is not atomic. In this case there is an atomic assignment/, E S with |/,| Ç. |/|. Pick X so that Xf -/, E W. Hence, there is a chain g in W so that Xf' -/, = g. Now |g| Q \f\ from which the lemma follows.
These chains will now be used to provide transformations on S. This can be accomplished by noticing that if « is an assignment and/is an assignment, there is a positive number X and a g E W so that f -Xh + g. We call the transformation of h to / a subspace transformation. Thus, with positive numbers X and g's in W, the cone S may be transversed by subspace transformations.
It should be noted, however, that the subspace W can be quite large. Hence, we intend to show that S can be transversed by using only atomic chains in W, i.e., those chains in W which are atoms in ty(W). These chains are easily determined by their supports. Lemma 2.3. Suppose gx and g2 are atomic chains so that \gx\ = |g2|. Then there is a number X so that gx = Xg2.
Proof. Pick any x E \gx\ = \g2\. Let X be such that gx(x) = Xg2(x). Then g, -Xg2E W and | g, -Àg2| Ç | g,| so that | g, -Ag2| = 0. Thus, g, = Xg2.
The atomic chains in W completely determine W. Lemma 2.4. Suppose g is a chain in W. Then there are atomic chains gx, g2,...,g,E W with |g,| Ç |g| for i = 1, 2, . . ., t so that g = g, + g2
+ ■■■ +gr
Proof. The proof is by induction on card|g|. If card|g| = mintachain(card|/c|), then g is atomic and the theorem holds. Thus, suppose the theorem holds for all chains g E W with card| g| < r. Now pick any chain g E W with card|g| = r. If g is atomic, there is nothing to prove, hence, suppose g is not an atomic chain. In this case there is an atomic chain g E W so that |g| c |g|. Pick any x E \g\ and let A be such that g(x) = Xg(x). Consider the chain g -Xg E W. As card| g -Xg\ < r, by the induction hypothesis there are atomic chains g2,..., g, in W with | g,| C \ g -Xg\ Ç | g| so that g -Ag = g2 + • • • + g,. Thus, setting g, = Ag yields 8 = g\ + Si + * " ' + St the result of the lemma.
To develop the relationship between W and S requires the introduction of the concept of sign compatibility in W. For this, a chain g is said to be sign compatible with a chain g if and only if g(x)g(x) > 0 for all x E Q.
As an initial result on sign compatibility, we give the following. Lemma 2.5. Let g and g be chains in W with \g\Q\g\. Then there is a number X so that g -Xg is sign compatible with g and \ g -Xg\ c | g\.
Proof. Set |g| = {x" x2,..., x,}. Define Xk = g(xk)/g(xk) for k = 1,2, ...,t.
Let |AJ = min,<Jk<l|\|. Then g -Xkgg G W with \g -Ks\c\g\.
That g -Xkog is sign compatible with g is argued by contradiction. For this, assume there is an x G |g| with g(x) > 0 and (g -XkQg)(x) < 0. But now g(x) < Xkog(x) so that g(x)/g(x) < Xkg which contradicts |AJ = min,<Ar<(|AÄ|. Hence, the lemma follows.
From this lemma, a major result, required in relating W and S, can be given.
Theorem 2.1. Let g be a chain in W with x E \g\. Then there is an atomic chain g E W, sign compatible with g, so that x G | g| Ç | g|.
Proof. If possible, pick an atomic g, G W so that x £ |g,| C \g\. By Lemma 2.5, let A, be a number so that |g -A,g,| c |g| and g -A, g, sign compatible with g.
By replacing g by g -A, g,, the above procedure may be repeated, and in fact repeated until a chain g G IT is found so that x E \ g\ Q \ g\ with g sign compatible with g so that if g, is an atomic chain in W with |g,| C \g\, then x G |g,|. If possible, pick any such g,. By Lemma 2.5, let A2 be a number, so that | g -A2g,| c |g| and g -A2g,, sign compatible with g. Note, if (g -28\)(x) -0, then g = A2g, as there is no atomic chain g, E W, \g,\ Q \g\ so that x £. \g,\. Thus, if g is not an atomic chain, x G |g -A2g,|. From this remark, it is clear that by replacing g by g -A2g,, the above procedure may be repeated, and in fact repeated until an atomic chain g, G W is found so that x G | g,| ç | g| ç | g| and sign compatible with g and hence, g. This then is the result of the theorem.
These results now place us in a position of being able to show that S may be transversed by chains in W. Our initial result in this regard follows. Proof. By the definition of W, pick a positive number A0 so that/ -A0A = g G W. The method of proof is now by induction on card| g|. By Theorem 2.1, pick an atomic chain g, in W compatible with g so that |g,| ç |g|. By Lemma 2.5, pick a number A, so that g -A, g, is sign compatible with g and \s ~ A,g,| C |g|. Note that A, > 0 as g, is sign compatible with g. Now consider A0« + A, g, E W. We show A0« + A,g, E S. For this we argue by cases. Case 1. x E l/l -|A|. As g, is sign compatible with g-f -A0A, and g(x) > 0 it follows thatg,(x) > 0 and so (A0« + Xxgx)(x) > 0. Case 2.r£ |«|. First note that if gx(x) > 0, then (A0« + A, gx)(x) > 0, thus, we argue for gx(x) < 0. In this case, as g, is sign compatible with g = / -An«, g(x) < 0 and hence, 0 < f(x) < Aq«(x). Further, as g -A, g, is sign compatible with g, (g -A,g,)(jc) < 0, i.e. g(x) < A,g,(x) < 0. Thus, 0 < f(x) = XQh(x) + g(x) < X0h(x) + A,g,(x:). Hence, A0« + A,g, E §.
Replacing h by A0« + A, g, and applying the induction hypothesis assures the existence of positive number A2 and atomic chains g,,..., g, in W so that /= A2(A0« + A,g.) + g2 + • • • + g, with A2(A0« + A,g.) + g2 + • • • + gr E S for r = 2,..., t. Thus, setting A = A2A0, and g, = A2A,g,, the lemma follows.
Based on this lemma, the desired result on transversing S by using chains can now be given. Thus, from this theorem S can be transversed by using subspace transformations with atomic chains.
Concerning ^(S) we have the following. The proof of the second part of the corollary follows similarly. From the above results, it is seen that any assignment in S can be manipulated into any other assignment in S by applying subspace transformations. Thus, given any pattern in ^(S), all other patterns in ^(S) are completely determined by W.
This then concludes the development of subspace transformations. Further application of this work will be found in the next section where we determine some of the local structure of tf) (S ).
3. The local structure of ^(S). The global structure of ^(S) seems complex. However, in this section, we can give a description of some local structure of ^(S). The work uses as an investigative tool the notion of a cluster. For this, if K E ^D(S) define
It is easy to see that K ç cl(Ä'). Further, we can show that cl(AT), as well as every set between K and cl(K), is in tf) (S ).
Lemma 3.1. If K E ^(%)andS ç cl(K), then K+ S E <$( §).
Proof. Let /be an assignment in S so that |/| = K. For each x G S, let/, be an assignment in § so that \fx\ = K + x. Thus, / + "2xesfx is an assignment in S and \f +'2xeSfx\ = K + S from which the lemma follows.
Thus, cl(-) is a mapping from <$( §) into ^(S). This mapping is in fact idempotent and hence, a closure mapping. Thus, cl(K) -K gives an upper bound on the set T so that K + S Ê (S) for each S C T. Considering now a lower bound on K so that A: + S E <$( §) for all S C T motivates the following special set.
If K E <$( §) and K -x g <$( §) for each x E K, we call K minimal.
Thus, a minimal pattern K has the property that every set between K and cl(Ä') is in ^(S). Further, this is the largest interval containing K, in ^(S) with this property. This then describes some of the local structure of ^ (S ).
It is also of interest that these intervals provide a covering of ^(S).
Lemma 3.2. // S E <$( §), then there is a minimal K E <$( §) so that S E [K, cl(K)].
Proof. The proof is by induction on d = card S. If S is minimal, there is nothing to prove. Thus, suppose 5 is not minimal. Then there is an x E S so that S -x E fy (S ). By the induction hypothesis, there is a minimal K so
that S -x E [K, cl(K)]. As cl[cl(K)] = cl(AT), S E [K, cl(K)] from which the lemma follows.
From this lemma then, it is seen that if the minimal patterns and their clusters in ^(S) can be established, then all of ^(S) is determined. Thus, any structure which we can determine about these patterns is also of some importance. Hence, we shall conclude this section by considering the structure of these sets.
Concerning the minimal patterns, examples are easily constructed which show that if Kx and K2 are minimal in <3) (S ), Kx u K2 need not be minimal. However, Kx A K2 is minimal. In fact, we can give a stronger result.
Lemma 3.3. // Kx E <$(S) is minimal and K2 Ç Kx with K2 E <$( §), iAe« K2 is minimal.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. For this, suppose K2 is not minimal. In this case, there is an x G K2 with K2 -x E ^(S). Pick an assignment fKi_x G S so that \fKi_x\ = K2 -x,fx G S so that x G \fx\ ç K2, and/,, G S so that \fK | = A",. Now consider XfK _x + fK -ßfx where ¿8 is chosen so that/, (x) -ßfx(x) = 0. Thus, for A sufficiently large, as |/x| ç K2, XfKï_x + fx ~ ßfx e § and |XfK _x + fK -ßfx\ = Kx -x which contradicts Kx being minimal. Thus, from the contradiction, it follows that K2 is minimal.
Similarly, if Kx and K2 are in fy (S ) then cl(Kx) u cl(Äj) need not be cl(K3) for some pattern A3 G ^(S). However, the following property on the meet can be established. 
Thus, we have that both minimal patterns and clusters form meet semilattices in ¿D (S ).
This then will complete our study of the structure of ^(S). In the next section we provide some combinatorial structures which provide examples of this type of lattice. Further we show how our general theorems apply to these special combinatorial structures.
Some examples and applications of § and hence ^(S)
. The purpose of this section is to provide some examples of S, and hence €) (S ), which indicated that the set of patterns ^(S) is not contrived but in fact gives a unified approach to studying some well-known combinatorial structures. Further, we show how our general theorems can be applied to these combinatorial structures.
We first present a general construction which when applied to particular problems gives several well-known examples of S and ^(S). so that W is a transformation subspace for "^(S ).
A special type of this example, which is often encountered, possesses two further properties.
(i) Each x E 6 is in at most two of the Mks.
( This general type of example also has a special feature about the atomic chains in W. For this case, there is a sequence (M¡t n A/,2) n | g| ¥> 0, (M, n M,3) n | g| * 0,..., (Mti x n Mi) n |g| ¥= 0, (A/,-n M¡) n |g| ^ 0 with t an even integer. Pick xk E (Mik n M¡¡¡+ ) n |g| (k mod t). Note that xx, x2,..., x, are distinct elements in | g|. Define e(x) = 1 if x = xk and k is even, -1 if x = xk and k is odd, 0 otherwise.
By direct calculation, e E W. Now, as 0 ^ \e\ C \g\ and g is atomic it follows that g = Xe for some scalar A and hence, the theorem. Case 2. S does not contain a cycle. Pick je, E |g|. Then xx E A/i( for some /,, as -g E W we may assume without loss of generality that g(xx) > 0. Then, by the definition of W, there exists an x2 E Mit so that g(x2) < 0. If x2 E M¡2 for some i2 ¥= /'" then again by the definition of W, there is an x3 E M¡2 so that g(x3) > 0. By continuing this procedure, as S has no cycles, we obtain a sequence xx, x2,..., xq so that (a) g(xk) > 0 for k odd, g(xk) < 0 for k even, and (h)xk,xk+x G Mk for ail A:. Now if x, G Mj for some /, =£ ix, then by the definition of W there is an x_2 G Mj so that g(x_2) < 0. Reproducing the above procedure now generates a sequence x,, x_2, x_3,.. ., x_p so that (a) g(x_k) > 0 for k odd, g(x_k) < 0 for k even, and (b) x_k, x_(fc+1) G MJk for all k > 2.
Now define e(x) = 1 if x = xk and k is odd, -1 if x = xk and A: is even, 1 if x = x_k and k > 2 is odd, -1 if x = x_£ and Ar > 2 is even, 0 otherwise.
By direct calculation, e E W. As 0 ¥= \e\ C \g\ and g is atomic, there is a scalar A so that g = Ae from which the theorem follows. The general construction procedure is now applied in providing several well-known examples of S and ^ (S ).
Example 4.1. The set of m X « nonnegative matrices with specified positive row sums a scalar multiple of rx, r2,. . ., rm.
Let G = {(/,/) where I < i < m and 1 < / < «}. Let Mk = {(k,j) where 1 < / < «} for 1 < k < m. Let A,., = r,/)-1 and V = {/ G [G, R]\a¡(f) = X¡jOj(f)}. Then S = {/ G F|/(x) > 0 for ail x G G), when realized as a set of m X n matrices, is the set of m X « nonnegative matrices with row sums a scalar multiple of rx, r2,..., rm. Thus, ty (S ) represents the patterns of these matrices.
Note that in this example each atomic chain g G W has nonzero values of the same modulus. It should also be noted that the generalized stochastic matrices form an example of this class of matrices. Define a digraph £/ associated with / E S as follows. Let £y have vertices vx, v2,... ,v" and having an arc from v¡ to u, if and only if (/,/) E |/|. It is shown in [1] that if / £ S, £y is a disjoint union of strongly connected digraphs. Further, any disjoint union of strongly connected digraphs is some ¡■j where/ E §. Thus ^(S) gives the set of all disjoint unions of strongly connected digraphs having « vertices.
Concluding this example, we can also cite that a square nonnegative matrix is irreducible if and only if its associated digraph is strongly connected [1] . Thus, the study of irreducible matrices may be done in this setting.
The above examples have certain properties in common, i.e., in each example the set G is of the form A X B for some sets A and B. In others the atomic chains in W all have nonzero values with the same modulus. We now give examples in which some of these common features are missing. We now turn our attention to showing how our general theorems can be applied to specific problems. The first problems we consider in this regard concern the structure of special combinatorial systems.
For this, consider a strongly connected digraph G with vertices V = {vx, v2, ..., v"} and arcs A Ç V X V. Now cl(A) = V X V. Suppose G is minimally strongly connected. Let C C A be a circuit in G. Since ^(S) is an ideal complemented lattice there is a subset C ç A in ty (S ) so that C u C = A and C A C = 0. As cl(C) =£ F x F it follows that C is a disjoint union of strongly connected digraphs. By Lemma 3.3, each of these strongly connected digraphs is itself minimally strongly connected. Thus, one sees that any minimally strongly connected digraph is constructed from a disjoint union of minimally strongly connected digraphs which are themselves connected by a circuit. This is illustrated in the following diagram.
O
Our general results can also be used to develop special structural results. For example, suppose G is minimally strongly connected with C EG a circuit in G where card C -2. Now, since ^ (S ) isjdeal complemented there is a C Ç A in 3)(S) so that C u C = A and C A_C = 0. In fact, since cl(C) i= cl(G), C n C = 0. Thus, by Lemma 3.3, C is a disjoint union ofm inimally strongly connected digraphs. Since C connects only two vertices, C has precisely two components. Hence G is constructed from two disjoint minimally strong digraphs which are connected by C as illustrated in the following diagram.
These general results can, of course, also be applied to obtain structural results, similar to those above, for matrix patterns such as those in Examples 4.1 through 4.4.
As a final structural result, we develop a matrix pattern property which, to our knowledge, has not yet been observed. For this, consider the cone S generated by the set of nonnegative matrices with fixed row and column sums. Suppose K and K + S are matrix patterns in ^(S) with S Q cl(K). Then, since cl(K + S) = cl(K), if Kx is a matrix pattern in ^(S) with>> E Kx and Kx -y Q K + S, then there is a matrix pattern K2 in ^(S) so that y E K2 and K2 -y G K. This then yields an interesting property for matrix patterns.
We now consider another type of problem of interest and that is characterizing the edges of cones such as those of S. These vertices are completely determined by their patterns in that they are the atoms of <>Ù (S ). These atoms are characterized in Lemma 2.2 in that none of these patterns contains the support of an atomic chain. For the cone generated by the set of nonnegative matrices with specified positive row and column sums it was seen that the supports of the atomic chains could be taken as cycles. Hence, the edges of this cone are precisely those matrices in the cone whose pattern contains no cycle. For the cone generated by the matrices with specified positive row sums, the atomic chains are matrices with precisely two nonzero entries in some row and zeros elsewhere. We refer to these atomic chains as shifts. Thus, the edges of this cone are precisely those matrices in the cone whose pattern does not contain the support of any shift.
From this, it should also be seen that the edges of other such cones can also be characterized by using the supports of atomic chains as a tool. In this regard, consider the following example.
Example 4.8. Let G = {xx, x2, x3, x4} be a set of four distinct points. A function with domain G will be denoted by a vector in R* so that y = (yx,y2,y3,y^í denotes the function y(xk) = yk for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. Consider V = {x|(l 0 1 -l)x = 0}. Then the atomic assignments are From this we have that different choices of the subspace of atomic chains, say W and W', can lead to different sets^f supports for these subspaces, i.e., W = {|*| |x G W} * {\x\ |* G W'} = W'. Hence, this leads to an interesting consequence of our work, namely, that the edges of a cone, such as one of_those of the examples, may be characterized by the sets in W or the sets in W'. To our knowledge, this is also a property which has not yet been observed.
This concludes our remarks on examples and applications of S and ^(S).
Conclusion. In this paper, we have considered the problem of characterizing the set <3) (S ) induced by considering the supports of assignments in a positive cone S. Utilizing the algebraic work on S in §1, we were able to show that (S) was a lattice. In fact, we were able to show that 6îi(%) was a special type of lattice which we called an ideal complemented lattice. In §2, we considered vector space transformations on S which were used to transverse this S in an algebraic manner. Further, the functions used for these transformations, called chains, were shown to be useful in algebraically characterizing atoms, as well as useful in obtaining other patterns in this lattice.
In §3, some local structure of ^(S) was obtained by using the notions of minimal patterns and clusters. By using these notions, we were able to show that ^(S) was covered by Boolean lattices of intervals [K, cl(K)] where K was minimal.
In the final section, the goal was simply to verify that the special lattice introduced in this paper was not contrived but, in fact, was the lattice of many often studied combinatorial structures. For this, we offered irreducible and fully indecomposable matrices, strongly connected digraphs, and positive solutions to linear systems of equations as studied in linear programming. The work in this paper then does not completely characterize the latticê (S), however, it does introduce the lattice and supply some of its basic characteristics. The global characterization of ^(S), however, seems rather complex and will no doubt require some further inventive tools, such as minimal patterns and clusters, for its total description.
